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Abstract
This paper presents Pythia, a deep learning research platform for vision & language tasks. Pythia is built with a plug-&-play strategy at its core, which enables
researchers to quickly build, reproduce and benchmark novel models for vision &
language tasks like Visual Question Answering (VQA), Visual Dialog and Image
Captioning. Built on top of PyTorch, Pythia features (i) high level abstractions for
operations commonly used in vision & language tasks (ii) a modular and easily
extensible framework for rapid prototyping and (iii) a flexible trainer API that can
handle tasks seamlessly. Pythia is the first framework to support multi-tasking in
the vision & language domain. Pythia also includes reference implementations of
several recent state-of-the-art models for benchmarking, along with utilities such as
smart configuration, multiple metrics, checkpointing, reporting, logging, etc. Our
hope is that by providing a research platform focusing on flexibility, reproducibility
and efficiency, we can help researchers push state-of-the-art for vision & language
tasks.
Over the last few years, we have seen impressive progress in vision & language tasks like Visual
Question Answering (VQA) and Image Captioning powered by deep learning. Most of the state-ofthe-art networks build upon the same techniques for generating the representations of text and images
and for the network’s layers. However, the devil lies in the details, hence reproducing results from
the state-of-the-art models has often been non-trivial. This in-turn hinders faster experimentation
and progress in research. With Pythia1 , we hope to break down these design, implementation and
reproducibility barriers by providing a modular and flexible platform for vision & language (VQA
and related) tasks’ research ([10][6][14]) which in turn enables easy reproducibility and fosters novel
research by taking care of low level details around IO, tasks, datasets and model architectures while
providing flexibility to easily try out new ideas. Pythia is built on top of the winning entries to the
VQA Challenge 2018 and Vizwiz Challenge 2018. Pythia includes a set of reference implementations
of some current state-of-the-art models for easy comparison2 . We derive inspiration from software
suites like AllenNLP [8], Detectron [9], and ParlAI [16] which aim to break similar barriers in other
machine-learning domains like natural language processing and computer vision.
Framework Design: In Pythia (refer Figure 1a), we have a central trainer which loads a bootstrapper
which sets up components required for training. Bootstrapper builds a model based on the network
configuration provided by the researcher. For loading the data, bootstrapper instantiates task loader
which can load multiple tasks based upon the configuration. Pythia works on a plugin based registry
where tasks and models register themselves to a particular key in the registry mapping. Furthermore,
the datasets register themselves to one or more tasks. This registry helps in dynamic loading of
models and tasks at runtime based on configuration. A task first builds, if not present, and then loads
the datasets registered to it. A dataset is responsible for its metrics, logging and loss function, thus,
keeping the trainer agnostic to the data details. See Figure 1b for a tree overview of tasks (second
1
A preliminary version of Pythia (v0.2) is available at https://github.com/facebookresearch/pythia. Note that,
v0.3, which is described in this abstract will be open-sourced soon.
2
We plan to release pre-trained models for these implementations for easy comparisons in v0.3.
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Figure 1: Overview of Pythia. (a) shows the architecture of Pythia’s framework. Pythia’s trainer
loads the configuration and bootstrapper which loads the rest of the components. Task loader loads
the required tasks with their datasets, loss function and metrics reporters. Bootstrapper also takes
care of loading models, utilities and optimizer. (b) shows various tasks and their datasets present in
Pythia - (i) VQA (ii) Dialog and (iii) Captioning. We plan to add more tasks in future.
level) and their datasets (third level). The central trainer delegates to appropriate components for
performing the main model’s training (with early stopping) and evaluation. These delegations, along
with task loader and other abstractions, allows the trainer to have a generic signature and be agnostic
to the data-loaders, utilities and models and be invariant across tasks.
Model Zoo: We provide a set of reference models for benchmarking which includes Bottom-UpTop-Down [1], VQA Challenge winning entry [11] and BiLinear Attention Networks [13]. We also
include implementations of common representation generation techniques and network layers like
word embeddings (GloVe [17], ELMo [18]), sentence embeddings (InferSent [5][20]), attention [2],
encoders and decoders [4][21] in the modules subpackage. This would help in reproducing existing
results as well as implementing novel models without having to worry about details and testing of
low level components.
Datasets: We package several standard ready-to-use datasets such as VQA 2.0[10], Visual Dialog
[6], VizWiz [3], COCO [14] and CLEVR [12] in Pythia. We further provide standard interfaces for
QA, captioning and dialog based datasets which can be inherited for new datasets to get common
processing utilities and straight-forward integration with models included in Pythia.
Multi-Tasking: Recently, with the introduction of several multi-task benchmarks [22][15], there
has been significant progress in field of natural language processing [19][7]. We would like to
achieve similar advances in vision & language tasks through Pythia. To the best of our knowledge,
Pythia is the first framework to support multi tasking in the vision & language domain. For enabling
multi-tasking in Pythia, we (i) ground input from all datasets to a common signature which covers
most of the tasks - (image, context, text, output) (ii) For a single batch, we sample only from a
particular task and a particular dataset in that task (iii) We abstract the loss function and metrics inside
the task itself. This ensures that the trainer is agnostic to dataloaders, batching can be efficiently used
and models with different output heads (discriminator vs generator) can be easily trained jointly. For
VQA [10], the context will be empty, text will be the question and output is from dataset’s answer
vocabulary. In Visual Dialog [6], the context is the history of the dialog. In the captioning task [14],
context will be empty and text becomes the word "caption". This allows use of the same high level
abstractions and signatures for these tasks while keeping the trainer agnostic to the low level details.
Future: Pythia is an ongoing effort by Facebook AI Research (FAIR). We plan to continue adding
more tasks, datasets, reference models and modules. We are also building tools and utilities for
comparison, visualization, debugging and optimization. We believe that Pythia will lead to easy
benchmarking, large scale training and faster novel research. To improve support for the community
and enhance usage, we also plan to publish getting started guides, documentation and tutorials for
using and building on top of Pythia.
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